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First, what sets The Secret Path To Contract Programming Riches apart from any
other book on programming or consulting is that it is the only book that shows
the computer hobbyist not only WHAT TO DO to become a high-paid contract
programmer, but HOW TO DO IT! Some books explain what being a computer
consultant is like from a day-to-day point of view and others teach you how to
program in a specific language. But, no book provides a step-by-step system on
how to become an absolute expert computer programmer and take that
knowledge to go virtually, directly into high-paid contract programming.

- For a Special Reader -

Next, since the book is geared for a very special reader, the publisher has
included a unique WARNING MESSAGE on the front cover to ensure targeting
the appropriate reader and to avoid making promises to those who are not
qualified for the program. "As I was writing the book, I continually narrowed the
range of possible readers down to just a few categories. The people that will
benefit most from this book are those that have an absolute passion for computers
and have always dreamed of being expert computer programmers and/ or
computer consultants, but have no idea about what it takes to be a sought-after
consultant," says the book’s author, Michael Nigohosian.

- Who are the Best Computer Professionals? -

Computer hobbyists make the best computer professionals and consultants
because working with computers is what they truly love to do. The Secret Path
To Contract Programming Riches was written by a seasoned, expert computer
consultant who started out exactly like the computer enthusiasts mentioned above
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and became a successful, high-paid, expert computer consultant virtually
overnight using his time-proven method, Rapid Mastery Technology(TM), for
rapidly mastering the art and science of studying computer programming. And
the book seems to have been released at just the right time.

- At the Right Time -

Fortunately The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches comes at the right
time and with the right information. Using the same Rapid Mastery
Technology(TM) developed and used by the author, the reader will be able to
accelerate and concentrate the acquisition of specific industry experience, and
literally become an expert. There’s little corner-cutting here. Nigohosian stresses
excellence, focus and determination throughout the book. "The reader will
become a ‘super learner experiencer’," says Mr. Nigohosian. The book shows the
reader exactly what he or she needs to learn and how to learn it and then shows
the reader exactly what type and amount of experience to get and how to get it.
By the time the reader is through with the program he or she will be ready to
accept a high-paid contract programming position, by-passing many of the
typical steps and years of experience needed. "Ultimately, the program will make
"Master Programmers" out of the participants," says Nigohosian.

- Motivational/How-To Prose -

The motivational/how-to prose gives the basics on both the IT field and the
contracting work style. The best part, though, is when he tells readers how to act.
The most important skill, he writes, is communications. And it's important to not
think like an employee, that is, don't talk too much, don't take too many coffee
breaks, don't ask, "What has the company done for me lately?" Instead,
contractors should be humble, be willing to learn, do more than the client would
expect, and keep in touch with their brokers. In other words, you provide a
service and you must have good people skills to go along with your technical
wizardry.

- Written by a Veteran Contract Programmer -

Veteran programmer/consultant M.F. Nigohosian shares, for the first time, his
secrets of rapid mastery of computer programming and his more than a decade of
computer consulting experience through his simple yet practical new system that
can be the most important breakthrough in a computer lover’s life!
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First, what sets The Secret Path To Contract Programming Riches apart from any other book on
programming or consulting is that it is the only book that shows the computer hobbyist not only WHAT TO
DO to become a high-paid contract programmer, but HOW TO DO IT! Some books explain what being a
computer consultant is like from a day-to-day point of view and others teach you how to program in a
specific language. But, no book provides a step-by-step system on how to become an absolute expert
computer programmer and take that knowledge to go virtually, directly into high-paid contract programming.

- For a Special Reader -

Next, since the book is geared for a very special reader, the publisher has included a unique WARNING
MESSAGE on the front cover to ensure targeting the appropriate reader and to avoid making promises to
those who are not qualified for the program. "As I was writing the book, I continually narrowed the range of
possible readers down to just a few categories. The people that will benefit most from this book are those
that have an absolute passion for computers and have always dreamed of being expert computer
programmers and/ or computer consultants, but have no idea about what it takes to be a sought-after
consultant," says the book’s author, Michael Nigohosian.

- Who are the Best Computer Professionals? -

Computer hobbyists make the best computer professionals and consultants because working with computers
is what they truly love to do. The Secret Path To Contract Programming Riches was written by a seasoned,
expert computer consultant who started out exactly like the computer enthusiasts mentioned above and
became a successful, high-paid, expert computer consultant virtually overnight using his time-proven
method, Rapid Mastery Technology(TM), for rapidly mastering the art and science of studying computer
programming. And the book seems to have been released at just the right time.

- At the Right Time -

Fortunately The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches comes at the right time and with the right
information. Using the same Rapid Mastery Technology(TM) developed and used by the author, the reader
will be able to accelerate and concentrate the acquisition of specific industry experience, and literally
become an expert. There’s little corner-cutting here. Nigohosian stresses excellence, focus and determination
throughout the book. "The reader will become a ‘super learner experiencer’," says Mr. Nigohosian. The book
shows the reader exactly what he or she needs to learn and how to learn it and then shows the reader exactly
what type and amount of experience to get and how to get it. By the time the reader is through with the
program he or she will be ready to accept a high-paid contract programming position, by-passing many of
the typical steps and years of experience needed. "Ultimately, the program will make "Master Programmers"



out of the participants," says Nigohosian.

- Motivational/How-To Prose -

The motivational/how-to prose gives the basics on both the IT field and the contracting work style. The best
part, though, is when he tells readers how to act. The most important skill, he writes, is communications.
And it's important to not think like an employee, that is, don't talk too much, don't take too many coffee
breaks, don't ask, "What has the company done for me lately?" Instead, contractors should be humble, be
willing to learn, do more than the client would expect, and keep in touch with their brokers. In other words,
you provide a service and you must have good people skills to go along with your technical wizardry.

- Written by a Veteran Contract Programmer -

Veteran programmer/consultant M.F. Nigohosian shares, for the first time, his secrets of rapid mastery of
computer programming and his more than a decade of computer consulting experience through his simple
yet practical new system that can be the most important breakthrough in a computer lover’s life!
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Editorial Review

From the Publisher
You don't have to be a seasoned computer professional before you can consider being a computer consultant
or contract programmer. With focus, discipline, a step-by-step plan and a burning desire to succeed - you can
quickly and decidedly become an expert, independent contract programmer.

- HELP IS HERE! -

Help is finally here for those computer hobbyists, students, career-changers, and the unemployed who have
dreamed of being programmers and high-paid computer consultants, but were either intimidated or confused
by the steps needed to create a career in computer consulting.

If you are ready to start a career in programming/consulting, want to learn how learn computer programming
and want to become an expert, this book is the best place for you to start. You should also read Janet Ruhl's
great books, like: "The Computer Consultant's Guide", which shows you how to maximize your success if
you are already a computer professional. In fact, in "The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches", the
author, Michael Nigohosian, recommends you read her book as part of the action plan.

- THE PLAN -

"The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches" was written for the beginner to the computer
programming field and the person who is not a professional programmer yet. And it shows you exactly what
you need to do to go virtually, directly into contract programming. It details the specific skills you need to
become an expert programmer FIRST and THEN how to become a consultant - all from a technical
perspective. So, a good plan of attack is:

-> 1. Read "The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches."

-> 2. Begin implementing its five-step plan.

-> 3. Read Janet Ruhl's books, or similar books on consulting, to master essential business and marketing
skills and to further plan your new career.

-> 4. Start your new, rewarding, contract programming career.

Even if you have never programmed before or are intimidated by starting a new career -- a complete,
motivational, action plan awaits you!

- STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE -

Some books reveal the consulting industry and others teach how to program; this book merges those into a
clearly defined and specific plan for becoming an expert contract programmer. Loaded with expert insight,
techniques, step-by-step guidance and sample curriculums, this success manual does away with any
uncertainty about the steps to take to become an expert contract programmer, starting from scratch, using any
of the mainstream programming languages and technologies available today, such as: Java, Delphi, Visual



Basic, C/C++/C#, etc.

- FEATURES -

The motivational/how-to discussions include these important features:

· The five crucial steps to contract programming riches!
· Step-by-step instruction on how to study programming!
· What NOT to do, to save time!
· How to prepare for and conquer taking exams!
· Tips on being professional and how to get contract extensions!
· How to maintain and advance your skills!
· How to simplify your entry into contract programming!
· And much, much more!

- BOTTOM LINE -

Focus, discipline, determination, expertise, mastery, independence, career success and happiness are what
"The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches" is all about.

If you are ready to start a career in programming/consulting, want to learn how to learn computer
programming and want to become an expert, this book is the best place for you to start. Even if you have
never programmed before or are intimidated by starting a new career -- a complete, motivational, action plan
awaits you!

From the Author
"The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches" is a straightforward yet rigorous book best suited for
serious computer enthusiasts who are willing to work hard and are committed to becoming expert contract
programmers.

In this book, I introduce you to my Rapid Mastery Technology(tm), which is a time-proven method for
rapidly becoming an expert at a technical discipline.

If you are lacking study skills, are intimidated by learning programming or just want to maximize your time
and training by learning how to effectively study and master computer programming, then "The Secret Path
to Contract Programming Riches" is perfect for you!

The book has a supportive, growing, companion web site where you can:

· Learn to be a better contractor and programmer!
· Test your knowledge with chapter quizzes!
· Sign up for free newsletters!
· Contact me with any questions about the program!
· And more!

If you want massive career and financial success, then you have to put forth a sustained, focused and massive
effort. "The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches" provides you with a complete system for success -
the question is not whether the system will work for you - but will you work the system?

About the Author
Michael Nigohosian is a ten-year veteran, expert programmer/consultant who became very successful



virtually overnight by using a revolutionary yet simple technique for achieving mastery.

He has worked for large and small corporations including the insurance, banking, manufacturing, retail, mail
order, and pharmaceutical industries.

Also, he is the creator of Rapid Mastery Technology(TM) – which shows beginning programming students
and those who find computer programming difficult to learn, how to study and master computer
programming. In addition, he is the author of the award-winning book "The Secret Path to Contract
Programming Riches."

Mr. Nigohosian also writes articles for computer and career magazines and websites. His latest article,
entitled "What's a Contract Programmer?" appeared in the September 2002 issue of "Dot Com" magazine.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Herman Lewis:

What do you regarding book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you require
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man? If
you don't have spare time to do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have
free time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They must answer that question because
just their can do which. It said that about book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is appropriate.
Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this The Secret Path to Contract Programming
Riches: An Expert Consultant's Step-by-Step Guide That Takes You from Having Little or No Computer
Programming ... Directly into High-Paid Contract Programming to read.

Dominique Fletcher:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
skill or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book compared to
can satisfy your limited time to read it because all of this time you only find e-book that need more time to
be read. The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches: An Expert Consultant's Step-by-Step Guide That
Takes You from Having Little or No Computer Programming ... Directly into High-Paid Contract
Programming can be your answer because it can be read by you actually who have those short free time
problems.

Lewis Labelle:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will
make professionals understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information
better to share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, classifieds,
book, and soon. You will observe that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The actual
book that recommended to you is The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches: An Expert Consultant's
Step-by-Step Guide That Takes You from Having Little or No Computer Programming ... Directly into
High-Paid Contract Programming this reserve consist a lot of the information in the condition of this world



now. That book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer make
usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some analysis when he makes this book.
Here is why this book suited all of you.

Vanessa Gibson:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you will get it in e-
book way, more simple and reachable. This particular The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches: An
Expert Consultant's Step-by-Step Guide That Takes You from Having Little or No Computer Programming
... Directly into High-Paid Contract Programming can give you a lot of buddies because by you considering
this one book you have thing that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting person. This
kind of book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information that might be
your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than different make you to be great persons. So , why hesitate?
Let's have The Secret Path to Contract Programming Riches: An Expert Consultant's Step-by-Step Guide
That Takes You from Having Little or No Computer Programming ... Directly into High-Paid Contract
Programming.
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